
FOCUS SHEET - Name  ___________________________________

Chapter VI:  The First Chinese Empires  p. 130-143

China was unified between 221 BC-202 AD by two dynasties with opposing philosophies.
The Qin ruled with legalism and the Han supported Confucian thinking.  Note the differences of
these philosophies and Daoism as well.  How do each affect society and government in China?

Vocabulary Words, People, Places and Key Points:
L1 - Schools of Thought in Ancient China p. 130

Confucianism

Confucius - "                          " (Kongfuzi)  =  Kung FOO DZUH
1 born                           BC
2 did not like                          and moral decay (Era of Warring States)
3 spread his ideas                          and had a few followers while living
4 after his death, his followers compiled his                       into  "                            "
5 his message                                          and was the                              later
6 great                                      on every Chinese student throughout time

Emphasis:                                 and                                 not                             (Confucianism is not
a                                          , but it is a philosophy.

"If there is righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in the character.  If there is beauty in the 
character, there will be harmony in the home.  If there is harmony in the home, there will be order
in the nation.  If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world."    - C onfucius

Main Teaching:  1st:                                  must set a good                              - then he would be
                                   and society would                                        .  If he is                          , the 
people will be                                  .

    2nd:                                    and                                for others is desired.  "What
you do not wish done to                                     , do not do                                           .  

    3rd:  (most                                  idea) - Government service should be open
to all men of                                                and not limited to those of                                    .

This principle eventually guided China's empire for most of her history. ^^^^

Daoism (p. 133)

Laozi (LOW DZUH)
1
2 called "                                      "
3      Rival         to Confucianism
4 not concerned with the meaning of the                                 , but rather with proper

human ____________________.                                                  
5 it is the                                              of Confucianism >>>>(people should                      to

improve life on earth)
6 Dao:  Follow the will of heaven by                                    .  

"The universe is                      .   You cannot                                  it.  If you try, to
                                    it, you will ruin it.  If you try to hold it, you will                    it.
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Legalism (p. 133)

1 Confucianism and Daoism taught that human beings were                    by nature.
LEAGALISM said no, human beings are                   by nature.

2 "                                              "- did not think that superior                     could help
government, but instead wanted impersonal                     .

3 Legalism advocated:
a a strong                             for an                               society
b                          laws
c stiff                                                      

Why? ^^^^^   Because people were                                           of being good on their own.
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L2 - The QIN Unify China p. 136

The Zhou Dynasty had ruled China since 1000 BC, but for several centuries, the powerful
states in China had fought each other for power in a bloody civil war and had ignored the
Zhou kings.  One state, QIN, defeated the others and declared a new dynasty in 221 BC.

Ruler:  Qin Shihuangdi - "                                                                         "

1 had very strong, forceful qualities to                               China
2 initiated a single                                  system to improve trade
3 ordered a vast system of                                to be built
4 reduced the power of                                because they were a      threat        to him
5 divided aristocrats'                         among the                              and taxed them

(       l                                 power of rivals / gained                                       for government

Terra Cotta Army of Shihuangdi
1 vast army of                           soldiers who were                          with Shihuangdi
2 more than                                      life size figures,                         , and chariots
3 each one was                                made and was different from the others
4 Estimate:                           of China's income was spent on the Emperor's preparation

for                                   and after-life

The Great Wall of China

                                                            protected China in all directions except in the                 .
A huge threat from this direction were the XINGNU (Shyung - NOO):

1 Xiongnu were                                          
2 experts on using                                             methods of warfare
3 had a great                                                  over China's                                    (foot soldiers)

Many northern cities had built walls to keep invaders out.  Emperor Shihuangdi wanted to 
                    the walls together for more                              , and he began the construction
of the                                                                .  Other emperors and dynasties continued
to                    to the wall and to                          it, even until modern times.  This northern
area of China's                               will be a source of conflict in Asia for 2000 years.
Legalism in the Qin Dynasty

1 Legalism was the official                                            of the Qin
2 Opposition to the Emperor -                                    ,                             or killed
3 Three divisions of imperial organization:

a civil - ____________________                               
b military
c censorate -                                              were appointed to make sure that

                                       did their jobs correctly and were honest

Shihuangdi thought his empire would last 10,000 years, but his harsh rule angered many - 
Confucian thinkers, aristocrats and peasants.  He died in 210 BC and the dynasty was over-
thrown 4 years later.  After a brief period of civil war, the                     dynasty came to power.
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L3 - The Han Dynasty     (220 BC-220 AD.) - p. 140

The Han dynasty was one of the greatest in Chinese History.  They made great contributions
to                        and                              that have implications even today.

Liu Pang   (Lyoo Bahng)

1                                      origins
2 title:  Han Gaozu - "                                                                       ."
3
4 discarded                    Qin policies of                               , but kept the                 

divisions of Imperial administration
5 divided the empire into                             and ________________.                        
6                                                principles returned

Han Contributions

1 Civil Service - government positions were granted based on as __________________                                    
system to determine                                    .  A school                                
the candidates by                                         principles.

2 Population increase -  very                    increase - from 20 million to  ______                      
by the year 2 AD.  

3 Martial (                                        ) Emperor Han Wudi - 
a fought the Xiongnu to the _____________              
b Expansion - added territory to the                                          part of China

4 Family emphasis -  _____________________        values strengthened society

5 Prosperity  in                     and   _____________________                                       

1 4

2 5

3 6

Fall of the Han

Problem #1 -  Free commoners had reasonable                 , but still had forced ___________                      
service and forced                          or about                                                      .  Many 
were forced to sell their land and become                                               to aristocratic
                             who gained land in this way.  

More Problems:

1 over time, rulers became                        and ______________________                        

2 power of the government began to                                                .

3 Aristocratic                               gained power

4 population                                      less than 20 million by 200 AD

5 people became                                    .

6                                         of the leaders

7                                                       attacked the capital

By 220 AD, there was civil war again and no great dynasty would appear in China for
another                                  years.
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